The Material World
with Trevor Phillips 


Trevor Phillips : Hello, 
("The rain in Spain stays mainly in the plain" segment plays from "My Fair Lady) 

Trevor Phillips : In "My Fair Lady", Professor Higgins wants to show that he can buck both the class system and a thousand years of breeding,by turning Eliza Doolittle into a lady.In the original Greek legend "Pygmalion" the King of Cyprus falls in love with a sculpture he's created,which luckily turns into a human being,courtesy of the goddess Aphrodite.Today,those working on the human genome project [Ref:Green File:Inourtmr.wri] may not be aiming to create the perfect human being,but the massive effort to map the whole of our DNA,the so-called "Blueprint for Life",has raised expectations that one day there will be a flawless human being. 
"Not so fast",say some scientists,"there won't be any miracles bases on DNA",the issue is turning into one of science's hot controversies.Today,I'll be joined by two of the leading sceptics.Whatever the prospects for human perfection,there's little doubt that the computer boffins have already created the perfect woman in the eye's of many millions across the world.She's sexy,smart,always gets her way, and best of all,she shows up whenever you want her to.She's called Lara Croft. 
[Segment on custom made silicon chips omitted] 


Trevor Phillips : Anyway,storing the information needed to run a game or dishwasher is one thing, but no matter how effective chip design becomes,you'd need a chip the size of a city,to lay down all the information required to describe a living being. Frankly,nothing beats DNA for packing in the information. 
("Jurassic Park" theme plays) 
Steven Spielberg's "Jurassic Park" fantasy that a fragment of dinosaur DNA could lead to the reproduction of a prehistoric world is obviously fanciful.But it's convinced most of the planet that Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid DNA is really a miraculous book of designs which we only have to learn to read, in order to reproduce living animals perfectly in the laboratory. 
More importantly,it's raised expectations that the manipulation of genes,so-called "Gene Therapy" could lead to the elimination of disease,disability and even personality disorders.There've been flurries of excitement in the media about the possible identification of specific genes for particular qualities.The "gay gene" or the "thrill-seeking gene" for example.But some researches are becoming increasingly nervous about this new version of science as the "miracle business",and are trying to point out what they see as the limitations of DNA. [Ref: Green File:Inourtmr.wri] 
I'm joined by two leading sceptics from very different disciplines,who think we need to recognise what DNA can and can't do.Biologist Dr Jack Cohen and mathematician Prof Ian Stewart,both of Warwick University. Jack,erm let's just start with the simple end,what does DNA actually do? 

Jack Cohent : Well,it's the message,I suppose message is the right word,I'm a bit doubtful about it,in each cell,which is sitting there,like a notebook,when the cell wants to do a particular task,make a particular protein,it goes to a particular bit of the DNA and does it.In a bacterium,which is much simpler,and doesn't develop,it just grows,this is like a mass of tools,a large tool kit,and where all the tools are and how you make them is written along the DNA,and that seems to me to be relatively good and I think that the biochemists are keeping their language relatively down.But as soon as we talk about development,where a creature doesn't just simply grow,but actually turns itself into something else, an egg turns itself into an embryo,which turns itself into a foetus,which turns itself into a baby, which turns itself into a adolescent,god help us,which turns itself into an adult,which then breeds, sometimes the adolescent breeds. 
This business is very much more difficult, and it looks as if you need a really very,very complicated set up and there's DNA waiting there.Much more DNA than in any bacterium,and in fact the amount of DNA in a human nucleus is very dramatically long. It's actually two metres long..... 

Trevor Phillips : If you uncoiled it? 

Jack Cohent : If you uncoiled it.What that means is that a human nucleus, if you multiply it a thousand times,is like an aspirin with two miles of fine wire wrapped up inside it.So you've really got an immense long message there,and.... 

Trevor Phillips : But in a way,that actually rather reinforces the popular belief that if you could but read DNA, because it's obviously got a lot.....there's obviously a lot of information there,if you could read it,what you'd have is this complete book of life. 

Jack Cohent : Ah no! 

Trevor Phillips : Well,let me ask you this,is it at least theoretically true that if ....even if we can't realise this book of life,this set of instructions,that theoretically,one day one might be able to read it? 

Jack Cohent : No,and the clue is in what you said rather earlier.You said "you'd need a message the size of a city to describe ",and indeed you would,because we're not talking about describing,we're talking about prescribing.Lewis Wolpert said this long ago,and it was very clever.A prescrption that you take into a chemist doesn't have to describe all the chemistry of the things that are there.It tells the chemist what to do,so that you get those medicines,and in the same way,DNA is,in many ways a prescription,and it relies on all the other rules and things around it,and particularly,on the machinery which is there in the cell to read it..... 

Trevor Phillips : Okay. 

Jack Cohent : to do it's clever stuff. 

Trevor Phillips : Ian Stewart,do you agree that actually there are limitations to what is in DNA, despite the fact that it does have all this information in it? 

Ian Stewart : Definitely,it's important,but it's not the whole thing.The.....there are too many connections in the brain,for DNA to contain enough information to tell you where they should go.So however a brain is built,it's not built as following a blueprint in the DNA.It must come from a process, which involves DNA,but it involves lots of other things,and the big mistake here,is because DNA looks like a recipe,looks like a message,you think,"Oh that's it,that's the whole thing".But if you had a recipe for making a cake,it's not enough to know what the ingredients are,to mix them together and everything else,you've got to have an oven,you've got to get the temperature right,and you've actually got to do a lot of things that aren't in anybody's cook book,like "make sure that you,when you're making this cake,you are down somewhere near sea-level","Don't do this on top of a mountain",they don't say that. 
[Temperature varies with atmospheric pressure,so the cake would not bake atop a mountain -LB] 
But the DNA wouldn't work if you do it in the wrong place. 

Trevor Phillips : But isn't this a bit...before we came into the studio,there were some people in here for some reason who were flat....you know,putting together furniture from a flat-pack.Isn't it a bit like the instructions in a flat-pack with an Allen key? Isn't that the idea? 

Ian Stewart : No,I think it's more like,it would say things like,it would.....I mean the instructions in a flat-pack don't actually let you put the thing together.You have to know how to read the diagram. 

Jack Cohent : Yes! 

Ian Stewart : You have to know this funny thing with screws in it,and funny things and arrows and so on,actually tell you where to put stuff.Now usually when you actually try and build a flat-pack,you find it doesn't actually work the way they've drawn it! (laughter) So,I'm not trying to be frivolous here, there's a lot more to the way you would read what's in a flat-pack than just "It's a blueprint".But,DNA doesn't even come close to that.There are whole piles of things that simply aren't in the DNA at all.If you want to make a dinosaur from DNA ,you need a mother dinosaur as part of the kit. 

Trevor Phillips : Jack? 

Jack Cohent : Well,also,I mean,there's a lot of things you don't need to put in DNA,and really I'm pushing over into Ian's territory a little bit.But if you're going to make a crystal of Sodium Chloride, you don't have to put in your DNA,"make that crystal cubicle".If you 're going to make a fat,you don't say "and make it hydrophobic,so it doesn't mix with water",you get all these things for free. 
When you're putting your flat-pack together,incidentally,the most important message,all the things in your brain about the language that you're using,to know what put bit A into bit B,really means,that's what's there,and in the same way,when the DNA is being read in a developing organism,there are many, many molecules around from the last generation of doing things.The egg is an enormously complicated cassette player.You can't just look at a tape,a tape,in principle,has north-south,north-south,north-south,north-south,or whatever it is,along it,a magnetic tape,but that doesn't tell you that its got Beethoven's 5th Symphony on. 

Trevor Phillips : Okay. 

Jack Cohent : You've got to put it in the right cassette player,and the egg is the right cassette player. 

Trevor Phillips : Okay,well let's take that metaphor a little further.Somebody might be able to tell you, that,you know,this bit of tape,with this set of magnetic particles pointing this way,represent E-flat,represents E-flat from an oboe. 

Jack Cohent : Yeah fine. 

Trevor Phillips : Now why is it that you think,as is being suggested by some researchers,there are bits of the DNA configuration that will tell you Cystic Fibrosis or they will tell you,you know, blonde hair,or something like that? 

Jack Cohent : Well,there's a quick and easy answer to that,which is that you've got a choice between four ways of looking at it.Either each gene determines one character,or all the genes determine all the characters,or all the genes determine one character and the others are for something else,you know you can play like this,there's a fourth one.But the choice of every disease can come down to a gene, which is what a lot of people are saying.... 

Trevor Phillips : Yeah. 

Jack Cohent : ....or every simple disease,every genetic disease comes down to one gene,is absurd, when you think of the whole developmental story.You think of something like a limb.We think a "limb" is a character,we think that there must be genes for making an elbow. 

Trevor Phillips : Yeah. 

Jack Cohent : But the elbow is something that exists in a mind.in it doesn't exists in the program of development of the animal.We think "limb" because our ancestors were butchers and they chopped up things. It's nothing to do with the developmental program. 

Trevor Phillips : But let me ask you,Ian,don't you,as a mathematician,I mean,you can see the possibilities here,you can read the letters on the DNA sequence and so forth,do you acknowledge that you know,there is at least the possibility that there are some bits of the sequence that might code for a particular condition,or a particular disorder? 

Jack Cohent : Of course. 

Ian Stewart : Oh definitely.Yep,Cystic Fibrosis is an example,that's a pretty clear case where if you have a particular bit of DNA in a particular place,then you develop that disease,and that's well known,and it was known since before the days of DNA,apart from exactly where it was and what the sequence was.At the moment that knowledge doesn't seem to help in curing it.I don't want to sound carping there.I think it's important to understand these things,but they don't automatically lead to cures.The biggest problem with curing diseases that are very strongly genetic,with their cause,is that's not the sort of cause that we know how to do anything about,except spotting it in advance and aborting the baby before born,which isn't really a cure.But I'm also.....the problem is that's a bad model for most of the other diseases around.That's one where it so happens there is a kind of short cut from the DNA to the problem.But most problems,let's take various kinds of heart disease,it's not just the DNA. 
The big problem with heart disease is the dynamics of the heart goes wrong.Mathematicians have now a concept which they call "dynamic diseases",and this is,the organ at organ level is not functioning in the way it ought to[Ref: Video: JB3:Tomorrows World {Chaotic Hearts},and there's a very.....it's surprisingly difficult to work out what's going on.It's a bit like when your car won't start,what is actually wrong with the car? 

Trevor Phillips : How does maths help you in this respect? 

Ian Stewart : Maths helps you disentangle this by putting it into the right context,and the context here is that of dynamical processes,non-linear dynamical processes.Processes where twice as much stuff doesn't have twice as much effect,and one of the big assumptions a lot of geneticists make is actually it's a very linear style of thinking they've got.They say things like,"This gene is responsible for 10% of this disease". Nonsense,this gene is responsible,is involved in this disease,but pulling it apart into 10% is just ridiculous. 

Trevor Phillips : Basically,you've got to have all the factors working together and interacting before you get that particular result? 

Ian Stewart : It's 100% of each,in a sense,that's right,and the numbers don't add up. 

Trevor Phillips : Do the mathematicians help you Jack,as a biologist? 

Jack Cohent : Well,Ian helps me a lot I'll say that! (laughter) Partly by translating difficult mathematical concepts so I can understand them.But there's a sense in which the whole shape of our understanding of development,and our understanding of disease is a mathematical problem.It's....the biology has resolved into a problem of.....I mean it's a jargon word nowadays,"complex systems" and "complex adaptive systems",and the way in which we understand systems which are not physics,which are invented experiments or chemistry,which is Lego with molecules,but complicated developing things,you need maths.You need maths because a lot of it is paradoxical,because one growing feather on a chicken is more complicated by any way that you measure it,than all of the cells that made the whole chicken with all its feathers. 

Trevor Phillips : Okay,in the last 30 seconds or so,Ian are we wasting our time then with the human genome project,trying to map DNA? 

Ian Stewart :Not at all.This is good basic science.This is a database of information about something very important,that without doubt is part of the puzzle.The mistake here,is to try and sell it to people on the basis that this is going to be "the answer".It's a piece of the answer,it's something we really should be doing,but it is not the only thing around,and we'd better start focusing on the other stuff as well. 

Trevor Phillips : Okay I will pass the call from the molecular biologists on to you,Ian Stewart and Jack Cohen,but for the moment thank you very much.Next week,if you though that a double glazing salesman's promise was the hardest thing in the world to hold on to,researchers at Portsmouth University may have a surprise for you,the worlds smoothest surface,that's next Thursday,here on the Material World with me Trevor Phillips. 







